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Nattional 4WD Council Code of Ethics
1. Obey
O
the lawss and regulattions for recrreational veh
hicles that ap
pply to public
c lands.
2. Respect
R
the cultural, herittage and env
vironmental vvalues of priv
vate / public land, by obeeying restricttions that ma
ay
applly.
3. Respect
R
our fllora and faun
na. Stop and
d look, but neever disturb.
4. Keep to forme
ed vehicle tra
acks.
an. Carry your own, and any other, rubbish
r
out.
5. Keep the environment clea
hicle mechan
nically sound and clean to
o reduce the
e environmen
ntal impact.
6. Keep your veh
al impact cam
mping and drriving practicees.
7. Adopt minima
eek permissiion before drriving on priv
vate land. Do
o not disturb livestock or watering pooints, leave gates as found.
8. Se
9. Take adequatte water, food, fuel, basicc spares and a first aid kiit on trips. In
n remote areeas travel witth another
vehicle and have
e Royal Flying
g Doctor Serrvice, or equiivalent, radio
o contact.
ecreation and respect the
e rights of otthers.
10. Enjoy your re
and lodge trip details with
h a responsib
ble person.
11. Plan ahead a
S
4WD
D touring as a responsible and legitim
mate family recreational
r
activity.
a
Conssider joining an affiliated
12. Support
4WD
D club.
ve Train
Driv
A 4W
WD can be a constant 4W
WD, part-time
e 4WD or bo
oth. An exam
mple of a consstant 4WD iss a Range Ro
over. It is alw
ways
in 4W
WD and cann
not select 2W
WD at all. A Nissan
N
Patro l is an examp
ple of a part--time 4WD, w
which meanss that it can
switch between 2WD and 4W
WD. Howeverr 4WD can o
only be selectted when on slippery surf
rfaces.
ero is an exa
ample of a 4W
WD that can be both a co
onstant 4WD
D and a part-ttime 4WD. It can select
A Miitsubishi Paje
2WD
D, constant 4
4WD and lockked 4WD. Th
he differencee between th
he Patrol and the Pajero iss that the Pa
ajero has a
centtre differentia
al. A centre differential
d
allows 4WD to
o be used on
n normal roads (constantt 4WD) and can
c be locked
d for
off-rroad use (part-time 4WD
D). The "axle//transmission
n windup" te
ext below exp
plains why a part-time 4W
WD cannot be
b
drive
en in 4WD on the bitume
en.
Axle
e/Transmis
ssion Windu
up
Whe
en a 4WD is ttravelling in a straight lin
ne all four wh
heels rotate at
a the same speed, but dduring cornering each wh
heel
trave
els at a diffe
erent speed due
d to the radius of the tturn. All vehiccles have a differential
d
onn the front and
a rear axle
es to
allow
w the wheelss on the sam
me axle to rottate at a diffeerent speed. Constant 4W
WD’s have a central differential fitted to
allow
w for differen
nt speeds be
etween front and back wh
heels, but mo
ost part-time
e four wheel drives do no
ot.
Whe
en a part-tim
me 4WD (with
hout a centre
e differential)) is in 4WD an
a attempts to
t corner on bitumen, alll wheels need to
rotate at differen
nt speeds, bu
ut without a centre differrential they cannot.
c
This creates the pphenomena called "axle
dup" or "tran
nsmission win
ndup". High strain is placced on the drrive shafts an
nd transmisssion, eventua
ally causing one
o
wind
of tw
wo things to happen. Eith
her one of th
he wheels slip
ps or spins to
o overcome the stress orr the drive-sh
haft/transmisssion
brea
aks. This is w
why part time
e 4WD’s shou
uld never sellect 4WD on bitumen.
Consstant 4WD’s have a centrral differentia
al within the transmission
n to overcom
me this probleem. Howeve
er once in the
e dirt
a co
onstant 4WD can be bogg
ged with only
y one wheel spinning. Th
his is why the
ey have a cenntral differen
ntial lock thatt
stop
ps the action of the centre
e diff and ma
akes it like a part-time fo
our wheel driive in 4WD m
mode. The ce
entre diff lock
shou
uld never be used on bitu
umen or non-slip surfacees for the rea
asons mentioned above.
In re
eality, a 4WD
D is only a tw
wo wheel driv
ve with one ffront and one back whee
el driving wheen traction iss lost. One wheel
w
on each
e
axle spins while the other receiv
ves no drive aat all due to the action of the differenntial. The excception to th
his is
whe
ere a limited sslip or lockin
ng differential is fitted. A limited slip diff
d allows a limited
l
amouunt of drive to
t be applied
d to
the stationary
s
wheel before the
t other wh
heel on the ssame axle spiins. A locking
g diff allows no slip at all and both
whe
eels on the sa
ame axle turn at the sam
me speed, reg
gardless of th
he amount of traction.
h/Low Ran
nge
High
To enable
e
a 4WD
D to travel att lower speed
ds while travvelling on rou
ugh terrain itt needs loweer gear ratioss. Not all 4WD
D’s
have
e low range g
gearing and this restrictss their ability to tackle rou
ugh terrain. However 4W
WD’s that lack
k low range
gearring are gene
erally not built for severe
e off-road con
nditions or sometimes ha
ave a "crawleer" 1st gear to
t compensa
ate
for the
t lack of lo
ow range gea
aring.
The high range rratios in 4WD
D mode are the
t same as the gear rattios in 2WD. When low raange 4WD is selected, the
gearr ratios are a
approximatelyy half that off high range,, although th
he exact ratio
o varies for eeach vehicle manufacture
er.
For example
e
thiss means thatt if an engine
e speed of 30
000 rpm in high
h
range fourth gear is 100 km/h, th
hen in low ra
ange
at th
he same engine speed an
nd the same gear, the sp
peed would be
b around 50
0 km/h.
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Some points to note about low range gearing are:
•
You cannot select low range in 2WD mode.
•
You do not have to use low range as soon as you put the vehicle in 4WD, but only if the terrain requires it.
•
On most vehicles you have to be stationary when changing from high to low range, check your owner’s
manual for your particular vehicle. A handy hint when reversing with your vehicle while towing select low range 4WD
to be able to move very slowly without having to slip the clutch. However you can only do this if you have a constant
4WD or your part-time 4WD is fitted with free-wheeling hubs AND they are not locked in, otherwise you will cause
transmission windup.
Free Wheeling Hubs
If your vehicle is fitted with freewheeling hubs, you will need to lock them in before selecting 4WD. The freewheeling
hub connects the front wheel to the front axle allowing it to be driven when four wheel drive is selected. Freewheeling
hubs are fitted to reduce wear on the front diff and drive shaft, and to (marginally) help improve fuel economy when
it is in 2WD. Permanent 4WD's do not have freewheeling hubs as they are always in 4WD and need the front wheels
to be permanently connected to the axle. If you select 4WD without the freewheeling hubs locked in, then you will
only be in 2WD, even though the 4WD dash light indicator (if fitted) will show 4WD. Even experienced 4WDrivers
make this common mistake of forgetting to lock the freewheeling hubs.
Approach and Departure Angle
The approach angle is the steepest incline that the vehicle can approach from a level surface without touching any
part of the vehicle. The departure angle is the same thing for the rear of the vehicle. The higher the angle, the lower
the chance of impacting when climbing or reversing over obstacles.
Ramp over Angle
The ramp over angle is the largest peak that a vehicle can drive over without touching the under body. A short
wheelbase vehicle invariably has a better ramp over angle than a long wheelbase vehicle. The larger the angle the
steeper peak the vehicle can travel over.
Sand Driving
The fundamental theme with sand driving is to conserve your momentum. Since traction is at a premium, any
increase in speed can be difficult, if not impossible, and you do not want to lose any momentum, as you may not be
able to regain it.
Tire Pressures
The first thing to do before driving on sand is to lower your tire pressures. This is done to provide better flotation by
increasing the size of your "footprint" and thus dramatically improving your traction. It also reduces the amount of
strain on your vehicle and minimizes wear and tear on the tracks. The optimum tire pressure depends on your vehicle,
the type of tires fitted and the terrain. The following technique provides a good starting point to find the optimum
pressure and is best performed before leaving the bitumen. Park your loaded vehicle on a level surface and place a
brick 1 cm away from the sidewall of your rear tire. Deflate that tire until the sidewall just touches the brick and then
measure the tire pressure. Use this pressure as your starting point when initially lowering your tire pressure for sand
driving. As you become more familiar with sand driving, you can alter this pressure as the terrain dictates.
If you haven't performed the above technique before you reach the sand, don't fret. A good rule of thumb is to use a
pressure of 18 psi. Driving a vehicle with low tyre pressure at speed can kill you your friends and family.
Remember though, if you are going to lower your tire pressures, ensure you have a pressure gauge and some means
of pumping your tires back up. As you lower tire pressure, the tire becomes more vulnerable to damage by stoking
the sidewall or rolling the tire off the rim. The lower the pressure, the higher the risk. However the gain in
traction can be remarkable and may make the difference between becoming hopelessly bogged or simply driving
away. The "correct" tire pressure becomes a decision between better traction versus increased risk of tire damage.
In severe cases of bogging, tire pressure can be lowered to a minimum of 40 kPa (6psi), as most tires require at least
6psi to remain seated on the rim while stationary. In almost all situations 10psi should be used as the minimum
pressure as 6psi is likely to result in tire damage i.e. tires rolled off rims or punctured sidewalls. Speeds should be
severely restricted at these low pressures. To minimize tire damage, it is important that these low pressures are only
used on sand and tire pressures should be increased if limestone or rocky outcrops are encountered, or when the
terrain becomes more firm. Failure to do so will almost certainly result in tire or rim damage.
Sand Driving Techniques
When travelling on sand, you should endeavour to follow in the tire tracks of the vehicle in front as they have already
compressed the sand to form a firmer surface than un-traversed ground. Never drive on vegetation as this will
destroy it and lead to erosion and environmental damage. You should avoid rapid changes in speed when accelerating
or braking. Braking on sand will cause a mound to build up in front of all wheels and possibly prevent your vehicle
from taking off. Rapid acceleration simply digs the wheels in and can actually lead to slower take-off speeds.
Take-off should be performed as smoothly as possible with gear changes done at fairly high revs. Sand driving
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requires plenty of engine power to get your vehicle "planning" on the sand. It is advisable to use low range as this
multiplies the amount of engine torque available and will provide that extra gear if you encounter a particularly soft
patch of sand. Check that your tires are pointing straight ahead when taking off to reduce the takeoff effort required.
When stopping on sand, depress the clutch and allow the vehicle to coast to a stop. This will minimize any sand buildup in front of the wheels. If the terrain permits, coast to a stop, rather than braking, with the vehicle pointing
downhill as this will aid take-off. Avoid the soft sand at the base of most dunes and gullies when stopping.
When turning, make the turn as wide as possible to reduce the chance of bogging. Your front wheels act more like a
rudder in sand and turning too sharp has a similar effect to applying the brakes. Steep sand dunes can be traversed
only straight up or down. If you drive even on a slight angle, the weight transfer is to the downhill side wheels. If the
vehicle starts to slip, the downhill wheels tend to dig in and make the angle of the dune even worse, leading to a
potential rollover. If you are travelling straight down a steep dune and the back end starts to slip sideways, it is best
to accelerate slightly to try and straighten the vehicle. Never use the brake, as this will cause weight transfer to the
front wheels and can increase the back end movement. If travelling up a dune and you do not get to the top, reverse
down the dune in gear, NEVER coast down the dune and NEVER attempt a U turn. When you return home after a
beach trip, it is important to hose down your vehicle to remove all traces of sand and salt. Pay special attention to
areas like the mudguards where sand is sprayed around and tends to get trapped. Thoroughly hose underneath your
vehicle as well, as there are many nooks and crannies where sand con also get trapped.
Vehicle Recovery in Sand
As soon as you become bogged, avoid the temptation to simply floor the accelerator as this will just make vehicle
recovery more difficult. Put the vehicle in reverse and gently try to back along your tracks as they provide a
compacted path. When you have reversed a sufficient distance, try going forward again while being careful not dig
yourself in. Hopefully you will travel further each time you repeat this technique and eventually be able to slowly pass
through a particularly soft section. If you cannot reverse out of trouble, get out of the vehicle and let your tires down
further. A rule of thumb is to drop them by a further 12 psi Remember Low tyre pressure and speed can cause death,
the rim can spin off. Before trying to reverse out, remove the build-up of sand from behind the tires. See if any part
of the underside is touching. If it is, clear the sand away to allow the vehicle to reverse out. You may need to try this
several times. Also, never underestimate the assistance of your passengers giving a push. If you are still stuck and
your tires are down to the minimum pressure, you will have to resort to a snatch strap, winching or jacking to
extricate yourself. The easiest method is usually by snatch strap, but this relies on another vehicle being present. If
you are by yourself you will have to resort to winching (if you have one!) or jacking. Or start digging and keep your
sense of humour, it is part of the experience
Summary-Sand Driving
•
lower tire pressures to greatly improve traction and reduce track erosion
•
drive smoothly with gear changes at high revs
•
ensure wheels are pointing straight ahead when taking off
•
avoid the soft sand at the base of dunes and gullies
•
make turns as wide as possible
•
ONLY travel straight up or down dunes
•
follow in others tire tracks to drive on compressed ground
•
avoid braking by coasting to a stop
•
do not floor the accelerator if you are bogging down
•
when bogged, try to reverse on your own tracks
•
thoroughly hose down your vehicle after a beach trip
•
remember you are to return your hire vehicle clean and no sand left in the vehicle
•
Only drive on the beach 3 hours before low tide and two hours after
No Drive zone on Fraser Is
•
Not allowed any further North than Indian Head
•
Not allowed to drive on the western side of the Island
•
Only allowed around Hook pt at dead Low tide with barge captain Permission
•
Only allowed to drive on the beach 3 hours before low tide and 2 hours after low tide
Snorkel
Is designed for higher and cleaner air intake for the engine and is not water tight or proof.
Do not submerse in water Any Vehicle higher then lowest point of driver door.
This Brief was supplied by www.australian4wdhire.com.au as additional information only and is not instruction or
operational views of Australian 4WD Hire or its affiliated companies
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